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About This Game

Relaxing physics puzzle game with minimalist design.

The system of bars should remain in balance. Find and remove unnecessary bars. But be careful - it's not as easy as it sounds!

Key Features:

Unique physics puzzle game.

50 levels with different colour schemes.

Relaxing visual and sound atmosphere.

No stories, just puzzles and lots of bars!
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Title: Bars and Balance
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Dual Core 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 (1 GB Memory) or equivalent discrete card (INTEGRATED CARDS WILL NOT
WORK)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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bars belly balance. bars and balance. sweet and balance bars. bars balance reit system. uneven bars and balance beam. bars and
balance beam

I realize the reviews are mixed. But I enjoy the game quite alot. I love reading the choose your own adventure books, really do.

However this one feels very short on options and even at times you know which option they really want you to pick. Like some
other reviews say, there are two choices that are major but you cannot reject both choices. In a postive light, it does make you
think on which choice would be better for the world and others because all schools of magic has a drawback. The reason why I
don't recommend this book is because it feels flat and I am not very attached to the characters as I should be.

There are other magic base books that have a better story, your character has a better reason (in choices) of why they want to be
a mage, the side characters you can get attached to, and it is very interesting on where it takes you. This book just makes me
wonder if I am suppose to be a lone wolf that likes magic.. Someone paid me 20k just to find their lost cat.
Was tasked to unlock an ultimate porn magazine where each page is locked. It's a physical copy by the way.
My mug shot on wanted poster is basically child's scribble.
Saved a girl as a child and lost leg in the process, now as a hot adult she wants to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me everyday but I
got my eyes peeled on my roommate who won't hesitate to literally burn, freeze, shock and cut
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and balls off if I try to whip them out. In no particular order.
Green apples are worth 2k per each and iron ore is just mere 1k.
I clashed with an general, who was cosplaying as a cat girl despite him being a man. And his lieutenant was also a man
cosplaying as a maid.

10\/10 Would dislike carrots again.. The biggest compliment I can make a game is that I want more of it once I've finished it -
and Able Black falls into that category. I went into it blind and found the mix of visual\/digital novel and puzzle game to be
quite refreshing. It's an interesting experience, rather casual but with quite a bit of humor. If you're familiar with Sci-Fi works
of Asimov for example you will feel right at home but it's by no means necessary background.
I'm looking for experiences in games more than bare mechanics and in this regard the game delivered more emotion and
intrigue than a lot of blockbuster movies. It has that curiosity factor of wanting to know how the story progresses. And with
different paths to explore and some easter eggs in there I think there's enough content to warrant the price.. controls not respond
well they have a delay and feel clunky also really confusing
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This "game" barely qualifies as a game. buildings appear on a background with a number over them, the number increases for a
bit, and then goes down. the "Goal" is to click on them while they're increasing, and then click on them again once they go
down.

There's a food and health system that requires you to occasionally click on something else.. ******* Adding this on
6-Jan-2015******
Game seems to be abandoned by the dev, no more updates, so yea... no patches, no fixes, no updates, nothing... So you should
consider that before buying this game.. If you ask for my suggestion about to buy it or not, I'd still buy it, but at hell big
discount, like 90% at least.

This is the link to their first ever, and last seen update
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/gid\/103582791435159972\/announcements\/detail\/1424570746448987052

This is the link for their so called "community suggested updates", which was never really bothered
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/275080\/discussions\/0\/540734792228897478\/
********************************************

This game doesn't have complex systems as compared to most of the sims out there, so I'll say this is a beginner friendly for
those who are new to simulation games. However, I would not recommend it to those who are looking for sim with complex and
advance system like Cities in Motion series. If you getting this, you should really get it while it's on sale! Okay ._. enough of my
boring talk, let's take a look at my review

Overall game play rating : 7.4\/10 (average of whatever score i gave below)

Money Value : 4\/10
For $14.99, I personally think it's a bit too high, so grab it while it's on sale! The game should be around $4.99 in my opinion.
(YES, I'm cheapskate x_x) Again, grab it while it's on sale!

Graphic presentation : 10\/10
Kinda old school isometric artwork, it's simple, it's clean, it's neat, it's beautiful.

BGM : 7\/10
You don't get to choose your BGM, but the existing one is good enough for us to play with.

User Interface : 7\/10
Everything is simple enough, it's easy to learn and easy to monitor, but there's no hot key binded to any of them.

Simplicity : 9\/10
Yes, the game is really simple, you probably won't go bankrupt any time soon. But it's still fun!

Cons:
- The game is slow... Even with the speed option, it's still slow at max speed... (might improve soon, because people are really
complaining bout this).
- Though the game's graphic seems really simple, the recommended processor is at dual core 2.4 GHz, I'm running it on Core i5
1.6 GHz, living in warm climate (about 32 degree celcius outside at afternoon), it caused my laptop to overheat without proper
air ventilation (fancy word for getting table fan and cooling pad to give my laptop a blow jo...b).

Pros:
- The game is not dead! I mean, there's still update for improvement and bug fixes!
- The game is not complex! (for those who don't like complicated sims). Almost as good as Fists of Jesus.. I really wanted to like
and recommend this game, but I simply can't do it. The graphics are good looking, there're some cool songs and sound effects,
the overall gameplay is acceptable, with some power-ups and everything and there's even a story as a background to keep you
engaged. So, what's the problem?
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The random premise of the game, combined with some relentless conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to advance, turns
the experience that it was supposed to be fulfilling into something completely stressful. In other words, if you're expecting to
play something casual and relaxing, you're gonna be extremely disappointed.

If you'd like my advice, save your money, or better yet, save your time: Don't give this one a try.. Can be frustrating at first but
this unusual, very short, 2d platform puzzler does get better if you persist. Beat the game and you get a reward.. Maybe I
shouldn't review a genre I don't really like, but this is a bad game. Some small artistic merit which I might even enjoy if it if it
was easier and I could coast through it, but it's pretty frantic.. too easy
the bots are stupid

our hero too strong
got all achievement easily. Pretty nice game to play alone i won tlie good job. Great game, nice graphics, character design, and
puzzle design, fun to play, doesn't get boring. Most importantly the game runs really smooth, worth the price.

Gameplay video here: https:\/\/t.co\/gy3PJhZNgo

enjoy ;)
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